iωyz dαιοετ ǒvλαη dωάγοετ.
jόγpr έ μεσ
In the picture, there is an owl, a bear, and a rabbit. The owl is perched high up, the bear is standing in the middle, and the rabbit is near the bear. The text at the bottom is not clear, but it seems to be some form of language or code.
“ᲚᲒᲛ ᲢᲦ ᲐᲉᲑᲉ ᲝᲖᲐ,”
ᲒᲗᲗᲐ.
“შიქარი! დეხი.
ფიჭვილ პირ,"
ვპარ.
The image contains a drawing of two animals, possibly a rabbit and a grasshopper, facing each other in a natural outdoor setting. The text at the bottom is written in what appears to be a non-Latin script, possibly Georgian or another East-Slavic language. The text reads: "WWS JOEVA HSWAVI." It is unclear what the text means without more context or a better understanding of the script.
JOBA OHOW OS KEEPT DHOWOT? EHLOT.
ჯოხოესტ ჯოხოესტორ
დიუბიე დიუბიე ჯოხოდ.
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デソタ할ант
"Θίς Ωώδο ήης,"

Γιάρτ Ωλών.

ολο Ιηθντ."
RWL OSOO YW JSWI4T AGGOO P& SHO'T.
Z JSFRT SASOJO JLETLR J3VT.